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Now that you know the areas of your life that you'd like to increase your 
satisfaction in, your next step is to create a vision board. A vision board is a tool 
used to help clarify, concentrate and maintain focus on a specific life goal. You 
place images on your vision board that represent whatever you want to be, do or 
have in your life.  

Images can come from a number of sources, ex. magazines and computer print 
outs. Images can represent anything from: a new car, your dream job, improved 
heath, more connection, love, peace and happiness.  

For example, if I wanted to improve my health, I would post images of healthy 
dishes and exercisers, for focus and inspiration. If I wanted to attract love in my 
life, I'd put images of loving relationships. If I wanted a confidence boost, I'd 
surround myself with pictures of achievement. 

Athletes have long known the power of imagery, also known as visualization.   
Athletes use visualization to improve their quality of movement, increase the 
power of concentration, contemplate the specific tactics to be used in a given 
situation and relieve the pressures of competition.  

An interesting study at the U.S. Olympic training center found the same neural 
networks were fired whether athletes were visualizing or playing their sport. 

According to TIME magazine, on the night before the (1984) finals in women’s 
gymnastics, Mary Lou Retton, then 16 years old, lay in bed at the Olympic Village 
mentally rehearsing. A believer in the process of mental conditioning and 
affirmation, she had done this hundreds of times. 

Night after night, she visualized herself performing her routines perfectly. The 
result? A performance of perfection, charm and confidence – culminating in the 
16 year old winning an Olympic gold medal. 

Now, of course, the outcome you are visualizing has to be something you are 
physically capable of doing. If it is something you know you have not adequately 
prepared for, then it is a wish. 

Vision boards help to hold your desired outcome in your mind. 

It goes back to the law of attraction. What you put your attention on grows. But it 
is not just enough to focus on it, you must take action. 
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Using wellness as an example, my first step might be to take a healthy cooking 
class or decide to significantly reduce my intake of processed foods.   

Once you've completed your vision board, put it where you can see it each day. 

For more instruction on how to create an inspiring vision board, see this video.  

Vision board example: 

 
My Vision Board: DEC 2012 

 
  

Note: Your vision board should be fun and inspiring to create! 
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